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Three Sisters Proposal

To: Canmore Town Council 

Re: Submission for Council Meeting, March 9th 
(Bylaws 2021-05 and 2021-06) 

I write to share my reasons for why town council should vote against the TSMV Development 
Proposal. As a long-term resident of Canmore, I am profoundly concerned about the impact this 
proposed development would have on the Town.  

Like all other Canmorites I know, I care deeply about community vitality and diversity far more than 
any wealth TSMV might generate. Moreover, I believe that if TSMV proceeds as planned, it will not 
only undermine community vitality and diversity but also fail–and fail miserably–on its promises of 
wealth generation–by incurring higher taxes to pay for strain on services and for real estate damage 
by literal and inevitable undermining.   

My main reasons for voting against the motion are these: 

1. Wild Life Conservation: TSMV’s request to expand our Urban Growth Boundary and to rezone
Conservation Wildlands to urban development conflicts with the 1998 Municipal Development Plans 
and Land Use Bylaw to limit our footprint and ensure a balance between nature and development. 
Such expansion would further blockade the wildlife corridor used by multiple land-traveling species, 
including cougars, bears and wolves–especially wolves. Such urban encroachment threatens to 
fragment the migratory Yellowstone to Yukon (Y2Y) passage beyond repair.     

2. Fiscal Liability and Risk: TSMV proposes major residential but only minor commercial
development, incurring greater Town expenditure on services and substantially higher taxes for 
everyone. Furthermore, it proposes to develop land prone to undermining, thus risking 
infrastructural/real estate damage and additional, exponential public-taxation.      

3. Lack of Affordable Housing: TSMV’s proposal provides only minimal affordable housing, thereby
delimiting attraction to diverse-income populations while ensuring a homogeneous set of wealthy 
(middle-to-high income) residential buyers.   

4. Diversity: TSMV’s prospects of higher taxes and urban sprawl will assuredly transform Canmore
from a small mountain town to an over-priced, densely-populated condominium-haven, unaffordable-
to-all but the wealthy. Gone will be what we love about the place: its wildlife, its artists and 
mountaineers and craftsmen and small-business entrepreneurs. In my fifteen years of living here, I’ve 
witnessed already the forced evacuation of fellow-climbers and photographers, as well as service-
workers and working-class folk, including fourth- and fifth-generation mining families. I fear that TSMV 
will instigate further evacuation.        

Sincerely, 
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Dianne Chisholm 
Professor Emeritus, University of Alberta 
 
 
--  
Dianne Chisholm 
Professor Emeritus, University of Alberta 
ᐊᒥᐢᑿᒌᐚᐢᑲᐦᐃᑲᐣ (Amiskwacîwâskahikan), Treaty 6/Métis Territory 
https://sites.google.com/ualberta.ca/chisholm  
https://diannechisholm.space/  
 
 


